
 

 
Situation Update 

 
The situation in Qandia valley in terms of information is rapidly changing due to frequent 
accessibility of the PRCS teams via helicopter assessing actual situation in the valley. For the 
first time actual situation of the disaster (avalanches) at Bagroo Dara in Qandia Valley 
revealed by the PRCS assessment team during their rapid assessment on 20th Feb- 2010 of 
the affected areas of Bagroo Dara states that according to the local population disaster hit 
the areas on 14th Feb 2010 at 1 pm, initially leaving 30 dead, 72 injured and damage to 
infrastructure and environment. This situation has been cleared up by the PRCS/GRC 
assessment team which was air-dropped in the affected area to collect on ground latest facts 
and figures. 

Two of the Union Councils got affected with avalanche are Karang UC and Karin UC.  

Karang and Karin hold “daras” which are a setting holding dwellings / small villages.  

UC Karang holds Bagroo Dara (affected villages Gutloo, Serai, Mula kheil) is accessible via 
helicopter and our DM assessment and Health team went their yesterday, did their 
assignment and returned today. All 3 villages were covered by the PRCS teams. 

UC Karin being on further height and thus hindering even helicopter interventions holds 
Sayal dara which is affected. Only access to affected Sayal dara is one village naming Seeri 
where helicopter cannot go much down thus can only air drop relief which is happening. -       

UC Karin Nazim informed PRCS that Sayal dara holds 25 small dwellings/villages and he has 
got information from only one of the village (Seeri) located at lower point than others. In 
Seeri village 60-70 houses are completely damaged. 

 

 

PRCS Response and Situation Updates 

 
Accessibility 
 

Weather condition is normal and remains favourable throughout the day. The roads are still 
blocked but work is in progress to clear it within coming 4 to 5 days. It is reported that road 
has been cleared up to Toothi, the first entry point towards the Qandia valley.  So far the 
only accessibility to the affected areas is via helicopter. 
 
Disaster Response Team 
 

4 PRCS Disaster Response Trained teams of staff and volunteers have been heli-dropped in 
the affected areas. Two assessment teams comprising of 3 PRCS District Disaster Response 
Team members and 1 PRCS District Disaster Management Officer Kohistan returned to base 
station Dassu after completion of the latest detailed village based rapid assessment of the 
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affected areas at Bagroo Dara. They covered the whole areas comprising of 10 villages at 
Bagroo Dara.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The summary of the compiled assessment report is as under:- 
 

S. 

No 
Nature of damages Number Detail 

01 # of villages affected 10 

Saidan gutlo, Mula Khail gutlo, Gujri bek, Kachar, 

seri, gutlo bawon,Pari mula khail, bawon soya 

khail, Karon Mula khail and Haran.  

02 # of deaths occurred 30 Male = 08, Female =10, and Children = 12 

03 #  of injured 72 2 seriously injured and 70 with minor injuries 

04 # of live rescued 21 Male = 04, Female = 06, Children = 11 

05 # of missing person 01 
Noori S/O Amin Shah a resident of seeri is still not 

recovered from under the glacier.  

06 # of houses  371 
completely damaged = 146, partially damaged = 

225 

07 # of livestock killed 125 Goats = 94, cattle = 31 

08 # of families affected 780 From 10 villages 

09 
Total affected 

population 
3633 From 10 villages 

 

 

 
 
 



PRCS Relief Provision and Distribution 

 300 families Non Food Items stock sent from NHQ PRCS Islamabad and stored in the 

warehouse nearby helipad for emergency response.  

 300 families Food items (with support from ICRC) despatched from PRCS Peshawar, 

have reached Dassu and also stored in the warehouse provided by District Govt. 

nearby helipad. 

 
So far 220 blankets and 26 tents and 53 family food packages have been provided to the 
affected people by PRCS. 
  
 
Health 
 
2 Health Teams comprising of 7 medical doctors and 1 technician visited the affected area 
via helicopter. They were deployed in affected areas of Karang and Sayal Dara. They are fully 
equipped with medicines and other emergency health equipment. They will stay in these 
affected areas to provide medical assistance to the injured and other vulnerable people.  
 
One of the health team who stayed for one night at Seeri, Mula Khel gotloo and Kachar 
returned to base camp Dassu. They provided medical assistance comprising of free 
medicines to 72 people in these areas. 38 dead bodies were noticed by them and among 
them 37 have been rescued. 
 
The 2nd health team lead by Dr. Nasir is still at Karang. They have completed their visit but 
are waiting for the helicopter to pick them from Karang. 
 
PRCS/GRC Health team leader in Karan dara informed via sat phone that since yesterday 
they have seen patients and are making BHU Karan functional. They haven’t come across any 
major injuries, just normal OPD is under way. Police Station Karan dara staff is being given 
one day First Aid training for future preparedness. If the team is airlifted today then they will 
leave behind the medicines with Medical Technician of BHU.  
 



 

Needs and concerns Identified 

 Special rescue operation for missing persons, food items, nutrition, quilts and 
blankets, mattresses, rehabilitation of electricity or provision of any alternative 
source for lighting purposes, warm clothes, and above all tools for rescue operations. 

 If the weather conditions remain clear for few days from now, there are possibilities 
of the fall of avalanches and glaciers in future which seems to be a major threat to 
the human and animal lives.  

 There are visible threats in future but people are not willing to evacuate the area due 
to their livestock which are larger in number.  

 Livestock (buffs, cattle, goats and sheep) are facing shortage of grass and other life 
sustaining items.  

 
 
Coordination 
PRCS District Branch is in coordination with all the stakeholders. The District Officer Frontier 
Corps provided 4 Govt. warehouses for storage of Food and Non Food items of PRCS nearby 
the helipad. The other reason is that PRCS is the only on ground organization beside Govt. 
who have made first effective response in term of distribution of Non Food Items and 
providing medical assistance to the affectees. 
 
 
PICTURES OF BAGROO DARA ASSESSMENT 
 

  
 

Houses completely covered with snow and even snowed in completely due to the avalanche 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

Houses being dug out from under the several feet of snow using whatever resources the affected people 
have. There is a dire need for rescue equipment. 

 
PRCS trained personnel conducting assessment with the community and providing first aid services to the 

affectees. 
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